EXPORT READINESS – IS YOUR COMPANY READY TO EXPORT?

Exporting has become a lucrative activity for many U.S. companies, but all of them began by making the critical decisions necessary to expand their market outside the USA. Prior to entering an export market, companies should first establish if they are export ready. In order to do so, it is helpful to look at the characteristics common to successful exporters and the fundamental decisions they had to make when considering whether to proactively pursue export market opportunities and the impact it might have on their business.

The following resources/links are designed to help in identifying and assessing a company’s export readiness by its answers to questions about its present operations, attitudes and products. As part of our exporter development initiative, WEDC is providing you with quick access to these export readiness tools to further assist you in determining whether your company is ready for exporting. This is designed for use by:

- Companies that see exporting as a possible new or expanded activity but are uncertain about their export potential or prospects, and
- Export counselors who need a fast, user-friendly way to “qualify” new clients for export assistance.

US FOREIGN COMMERCIAL SERVICE – EXPORT QUESTIONNAIRE

This is a service available from the U.S. Department of Commerce – International Trade Administration. It is a short survey of 9 questions and is generic in nature. You receive a rating out of 100 as well as feedback per question.

UNZ & CO. – ASSESSING YOUR COMPANY’S EXPORT READINESS

Provides a listing of questions that will help determine your company’s readiness to export and analyze the decision to export.

EXPORT READINESS ASSESSMENT SYSTEM (ERAS)

ERAS is designed for companies that see exporting as a possible new or expanded activity, as well as for trade counselors who need a fast, user-friendly way to “qualify” new clients for export assistance. ERAS’ assessment of export readiness is based on answers to 23 questions about a company’s present operations, attitudes and products.

MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY – GLOBAL EDGE - CORE™ (SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE)

CORE™ is a self-assessment tool that will allow you to determine your company’s readiness to expand its operations internationally and ascertain its ability to export a particular product. Upon completion of the questionnaire you will be able to systematically and objectively identify your company’s strengths and weaknesses concerning exporting.

For more information, please contact Brad Schneider, Export Development Manager at brad.schneider@wedc.org or 608-210-6890.